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Abstract

Digital Camcorder of case recent times which photographs the image as editing source the tape it uses the most mini DV tape which, it listens to 6mm it talks. The Camcorder which it purchases but in former times emphysema which uses the VHS tape which it listens to is many. And the image sources which are the possibility of buying easily are kept at most VHS tape. Image editing system the present time when an analog and the digital combination board editing which uses the digital capture board to be various, it talks 1394 cards type. The user usual generality VCR and digital Camcorder with an analog type and there is not a possibility directness capture of receiving a VHS source image and it connects is recorded in VHS tape the image which with mini and DV it stores it is stored position image 1394 boards it leads again and the capture it is worked in the method which it receives and in mini and DV.

The JVC-SR-VS30 as the combo model it will be able to use the VHS and mini DV simultaneously with the model which it improves is having the feature where the place use which does image editing is convenient and to use the JVC-SR-VS30 eastern image editing which is a focus of multimedia industry and a production process and the application field back concretely and to sleep it uses it presents it does.